Protein folding stabilizing time measurement: a direct folding process and three-dimensional random walk simulation.
Protein particles undergo Brownian motion and collisions in solution. The diffusive collisions may lead to aggregation. For proteins to fold successfully the process has to occur quickly and before significant collision takes place. The speed of protein folding was deduced by studying the correlation time of a lysozyme refolding process from autocorrelation function analysis of the mean collision time and aggregation/soluble ratio of protein. It is a measure of time before which an aggregate can be formed and also is the time measure for a protein to fold into a stable state. We report on the protein folding stabilizing time of a lysozyme system to be 25.5-27.5 micros (<+/-4%) between 295 and 279K via direct folding experimental studies, supported by a three-dimensional random walk simulation of diffusion-limited aggregation model. Aggregation is suppressed when the protein is folded to a stable form. Spontaneous folding and diffusion-limited aggregation are antagonistic in nature. Meanwhile, the resultant aggresome, suggested by Raman and mass spectroscopy, may be formed by cross-linkages of disulfide bonds and hydrophobic interactions.